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Tackling some of the world’s most profound questions through the intimate lens of fatherhood,
Bayo Akomolafe embarks on a journey of discovery as he maps the contours of the spaces
between himself and his three-year-old daughter, Alethea. In a narrative that manages to be
both intricate and unguarded, he discovers that something as commonplace as becoming a
father is a cosmic event of unprecedented proportions. Using this realization as a touchstone, he
is led to consider the strangeness of his own soul, contemplate the myths and rituals of
modernity, ask questions about food and justice, ponder what it means to be human, evaluate
what we can do about climate change, and wonder what our collective yearnings for a better
world tell us about ourselves. These Wilds Beyond Our Fences is a passionate attempt to make
sense of our disconnection in a world where it is easy to feel untethered and lost. It is a father’s
search for meaning, for a place of belonging, and for reassurance that the world will embrace
and support our children once we are gone.

About the AuthorBayo Akomolafe left a teaching position as a professor and clinical psychologist
in a Nigerian university to pursue “a small and intense life”— a life outside the highways of the
familiar, outside of fences. In a sense, his decolonizing journey in the wilds, in the borderlands of
globalizing culture, began when he met Ijeoma, his wife of Indian and African descent, and when
a healer suggested to him “that I could find my way if I were willing to become generously lost.”
His quest is to tell the stories of the occluded, to make room for other spaces of power and invite
the proliferation of multiple natures. This, his first book is a foray into the ordinary “which the
extraordinary is always trying to become.” Akomolafe lectures and gives talks internationally,
mostly keynote speeches, and is Chief Curator for an earth-wide commonwealth of curators
working from a different ethos of responsivity, called The Emergence Network. He currently lives
in India with his “life-force,” Ijeoma (or Ej), and their two children: Alethea Aanya and Kyah
Jayden. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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a young man still searching for a proper channel for his ambition. This, more than our intellectual
resonance, is what called us into friendship. You see, our generation faced a quandary. Full of
youthful ambition, we had awakened to the wrongness of every ready-made goal that society
offered as a way to express that ambition. First, we rejected the most obvious conventional goals
of money and power, seeking outlet instead in academia, NGOs, science, or any other realm we
imagined to be untainted. But as our understanding grew, we realized that every institution was
part of the same world-dominating, world-destroying complex. There was nowhere for us to
go.With nowhere to go, perhaps we could find our own way. Perhaps we could channel our
ambition into revolution, or into “building the alternatives.” Yet when we tried that, we discovered
the same familiar ways of thinking scaffolding our dissident organizations and our alternative
programs. It wasn’t just that society offered us the wrong map; it was the whole formula for
making and following a map that was wrong. We saw that the revolutionary elite behaved not



much differently from the financial elite, that countercultural idea celebrities embodied the same
basic archetype as conventional experts. The very recipe for change-making was part of what
needed to change: the smart guys in a room coming up with a brilliant idea, a plan, a blueprint,
and then convincing the public and especially the elites to enact a change. And so, even the
ambition to bring an important new idea into the world was lost to us.Some of us, your father
included, dabbled in the idea of an ambitionless life, an understandable refuge given that those
who have tried to save the world have done it the most damage. We thought, perhaps, that
ambition was a bad thing. But to suppress it was as impossible as confining steam in a boiling
pot. No matter how hard one presses on the lid, it finds another vent.That is what this book is:
the eruption of a long-simmering ambition that has not yet quite found its object. What does
ambition do, when it lacks a destination, an aspiration? It turns toward adventure, a foray into the
unknown. The title of this book is apt then, not only in reference to its content but also in
reference to its animating impulse.It would be inaccurate to say, though, that this book of letters
has no destination, just as it would be to say that an adventure has no purpose or a wandering
no outcome. It is just that the purpose is never, in the end, what we thought it was. On the
contrary, it is something that was unknowable, residing as it did in the wilds beyond our
fences.These letters are among other things a chronicle of a search for home; they are also
steps on that search. Fittingly, your father eschews at the outset the possibility of success:
“There are no beginnings that appear unperturbed, pristine and without hauntings. And there are
no endings that are devoid of traces of the new, spontaneous departures from disclosure, and
simmering events that are yet to happen. The middle isn’t the space between things; it is the
world in its ongoing practices of worlding itself.” We are always in the middle, he says. The home
he seeks never did or could exist.Yet I have to say, it is not a delusion that draws him on this
search.It isn’t that the bull’s-eye, the destination, heaven, home, doesn’t exist. It is only that it
doesn’t exist in linear time. It is like a crystal hanging above our entire timeline, refracting partial
images of itself onto our world that we recognize as home. That is why the mystics tell us it is
always there, closer than close. Nonetheless, our journeys away from home have their purpose.
A will stronger than our own sends us on these journeys. If we do not someday leave home, then
home will leave us.Maybe, thought your father as he embarked on these writings, home will
come through their completion. Maybe, he thought, I will have arrived somewhere. I certainly
thought such a thing when I first became an author, loathe though I would have been to admit it.
Can he say, “Now I’ve made it?” “I’m home now?” Perhaps not. Yet something has changed. I just
talked to him on Skype today and got the sense that here is a man more at home with himself,
more at home in the world, and more at home with his lingering homelessness than ever before.I
wonder if that is more because of you, Alethea, than anything else. It might be trite to observe
that family grounds a man in reality and arrests his flights into unwholesome over-abstraction. It
is relevant to mention it here though, since this is after all a book of letters to you. I remember
you well, you know, your clarity of will and the aliveness of your eyes. We joked about betrothing
you to my son Cary, also two at the time, whose will and eyes resemble yours. But I digress. All I



mean to say is that it is quite natural that a book that is a journey to and from home, would take
the form of letters from a father to his daughter.I won’t venture to name what I think the
destination of this book may be, but I am certain these letters will take you somewhere, Alethea.
The same goes for anyone who reads them. While it may be true that there are no real endings,
no final homecomings, no place untainted with what your father calls the dust, the messy
incompleteness of the world, it is equally true that there are endings, homecomings, and
destinations everywhere. I do not think this book will take you to a middle and dump you there. I
think it will make the middle feel more like home.Love,Charles—Charles EisensteinPrologueB/
reachMama, I don’t want to be alone again!It’s turning out to be a horrible Wednesday evening in
Chennai. I pull myself up the old limbs of the ladder and look into the room through its lattice
window. You are at the door on the other side of the room—your tiny fingers surveying the
annoying contraption of steel and wood before you. The latch is, however, resolute. Firmly shut.
Just before I surface, Mama has been speaking to you from behind the door. I can’t see her but
she has been trying to pass instructions to you on how to open the latch. She wants to sound
reassuring and calm. Anything to put you at ease. Only those who listen closely enough, or those
who know her as well as I do, can discern the desperation in her voice—the submerged strain of
dread that threatens to surface.“Alethea? Alethea! Alee! Listen to my voice,” she bellows. Pleads.
But you do not … cannot listen. I’m sorry, mama! You already know how to say sorry. You are not
even two years old, but the words you’ve been crying out arrive with the gut-wrenching urgency
of an elder breathing for the last time.Beneath me, the rung I stand on creaks uneasily, its protest
followed by echoes of “Bayo, be careful … take it easy” from those below who are trying hard to
steady the feet of the ladder. Down the narrow and broken walkway that borders the building,
and on the tiny street it creeps into, there are enquiring men with their lungis tied about their
waists and some children peeping through whatever space the men’s potbellies haven’t taken.
Two women clad in various stages of their dupattas point at me, moving their heads this way and
that in animated conversation. I balance myself precariously on the old ladder, acutely aware of
how far away the ground is. Up where I am, the air is stiff with the whiff of cow dung—an all too
familiar motif of the city of Chennai. Inside the room where you had wandered while playing and
somehow locked yourself up, the ceiling fan whirs on cavalierly, as if nothing is at stake.Behind
the door, Mama begins to sing the wheels on the bus go round and round, sobbing softly as her
words flail at the wooden obstacle separating her from her only child. At this time, this is your
favorite rhyme. I have coaxed you to sleep many nights singing this song, and you would sing
with me, giggling happily when we get to the part where the horn on the bus goes beep-beep-
beep … all day long. Do you remember this? On this night, however, you bravely manage to
stutter a few lines, choking back the sudden and very jarring distance of things, but only for a
little while: your young resolve gives way—and the floodgates of tears are open again. It seems
that the singing has only made it more apparent how dire your situation is. You are not
comforted.“Alee mama! It’s Dada,” I call out to you from the window. You turn around to find me. I
will never forget your face: a ghastly portrait of fear, an existential query struck at the heart of my



fatherhood. How could I have allowed this happen to you? Your face is covered everywhere with
streaks of wet and dried phlegm, and your tongue is trembling with every passing wave of grief.
“It’s Dada, dear! Come to Dada!” I squeeze my arm through the rusty railing, adjusting my feet to
enhance my reach. A flicker of hope shoots through your eyes, and you run across to me, trying
to climb up the window, as if that would do any good. If I keep you close to me at the window, the
concerned men who ran up to the apartment to offer their aid can break down the door with you
out of its way.I hold on to you for dear life, my hand close enough to wipe your tears as your eyes
tell me that you are wondering why I am so close and yet so far away, why my attempts to fill the
distance between us only concretizes it. I watch you turning pale, the familiar constellations of
joy fading from your eyes. Outside the room, I shout out a signal into the room, and the men
begin kicking at the door. It is a very strong door, made from proud wood. It would take more
than a few kicks to bring the whole thing crashing down. In the meantime, you are out of harm’s
way. There I stand, on a borrowed ladder still vehemently protesting its enlistment, my palm
curled up under your chin as your silence metastasizes into soft frightful shivers. “I’m here, my
dear,” I whisper to you, as the pounding on the door starts to get louder. More worried.I’m
here.Let me hold you …Home, the spot of earth supremely blest,A dearer, sweeter spot than all
the rest.—Robert MontgomeryMy dear Alethea,Of all the critters that crawl across the earth’s
meandering planes, and hide in the shadows of her belly folds, a hush is perhaps the most
difficult to find. You don’t bump into one of these every day. That’s not because they are rare; as
a matter of fact, they are actually quite common, even right here in this city. And yet, it’s very
easy to miss them … to go about one’s business without having to meet one. Coming across
hushes (they mostly move in packs, stringed to each other with their “tails”) mostly depends on
where you are and what you do when one or several show up. In a way, they are like slugs, or
better yet, cockroaches, who, in spite of all the hideousness associated with their always
unsolicited appearing, are magnificent and resilient creatures. Did you know those infamous
bugs can live without their heads for weeks? It gives a whole new meaning to having one’s head
in the clouds, doesn’t it, dear? But I digress. Hushes too, like cockroaches, are present, hiding in
cracks, staring back out of the dark holes they often inhabit with yellow unblinking eyes, and
scurrying past our busy lives with their hairy-scaly-tentacular kin, nary a sound made in their
ghostly trafficking. They thrive best in the corners of our eyes, stealthily making their way up the
wall or floating free in midair without a care in the world. There one moment, gone in the slice of
a sigh.We are strangely drawn to hushes and yet simultaneously possessed by a crippling fear
to actually meet them. I have seen a burly local rat-catcher, you know, one of those intrepid night-
dwellers that prowl Chennai’s moonlit alleys looking for rodents the size of little dogs—I have
seen one shriek out a perfect falsetto as two hushes no bigger than gulab jamuns crawled up his
thigh. There are no myths or portraits or stories told with these creatures. No blue gods are
adorned with their image; no place where they are at home, and I have been to many places.
One gets the sense that while we regard them with dread, they couldn’t be bothered at all. They
really couldn’t care any less. They are quite indifferent to the prospect of making friends with



humans. They seem unafraid for their survival, and live vanishingly brief lives, breeding rapidly
and often shamelessly feasting on their own young. So, no, the fear isn’t mutual.But that’s about
all most of us know—or want to know—about these inscrutable fellows. Of course, there is also
the matter of how they leave annoying slime trails wherever they go, and secrete a horrendous
foul-smelling liquid whenever anyone attempts to hold them too tightly. It’s all too much: the most
common gesture is to look away, maintaining an unwritten rule to act as though hushes don’t
exist. One might thus say that the things are difficult to meet because we’ve taken such pains to
avoid them, to pretend they aren’t there and keep on doing what we were doing before—and
also because we don’t exactly know how to look for them, or what to do with them, or how to give
them names, or tether them to our schedules, and domesticate them into pets. They don’t act
like they want to be loved or cuddled or storied. They are too spritely to stay put. Indeed, to
speak about them is enough to violate something quite fundamental to them.So why do I speak
of them, then? Why are they of any importance to you? It’s because these letters before you
have more than a thing or two to do with hushes.I met a wild man once. He lives at the edges,
where the wild things press their faces against the borders and make funny noises. This man
knows hushes. Sorry, I should say he knows of them: I do not think anyone can claim to have
befriended them entirely. Well, this wild man knows the thick silence that comes with waiting, the
forlorn itch of unrequited wanting. He is reacquainted with death, with not knowing what to say or
what comes next, with things gone awry. With yearning for sense or meaning where there is
none available yet. He is a bank of many sorrows. Many griefs. He knows how to wheedle a hush
with rapidly spoken more-than-words, thrusting his fist in the sixteen directions of noble things,
rolling his eyes this way and that way, every gesture a feint. He speaks his incantations with
tongue in cheek, with a gentle cadence in his full-mouthed enquiries. He says a hush is not a
trifling matter, that a hush has a message to share, and that to truly meet a hush, one must
approach it with hesitation. One must be prepared to be marked, broken, mocked, and
dismembered. To sit with a hush is to meet oneself as if for the first time. It is to come home. And
this, coming home, is why I write you.I remember the journey to this man.The Wednesday sun
shimmers in a cloudless sky. Not even an orphaned bird crosses the bright blue, save the
stubborn contrails of airplanes long vanished from view. The metallic green motorcycle or okada
we’re on has seen better days, but it bleats and splutters in defiance, often snapping and
coughing out its own white smoke like a flatulent old-timer doing his utmost to convince
onlookers of his vivacity. The road we travel is unforgiving, threatening to derail our rude
pilgrimage through Adó-Odò, this tiny western Nigerian town.Mr. Gbóyèga, my rider and
gatekeeper into the communities I hope to access, doesn’t seem to mind this at all. For someone
who arrived an hour and a half late at our agreed rendezvous point, and explained his lateness
by saying “the time wasn’t right yet,” he appears to be in a real hurry. He doesn’t mind the
mechanical choking, the potholes, and the dust particles flying into our eyes—the same canopy
of dust that has already colonized the inconsequential blur of tin roofs, market kiosks, angry
mongrels, and broken-down cars on our sides. In fact, his head leans forward more perilously,



and the onrushing wind steals into his bùbá, making him swell. From my vantage point, his
knees jutting out the sides of the speeding bike seem like ossified wings. He looks like a huge
toad riding a dragonfly.We stop at a T-junction to ask for directions. A woman approaches us
from her kiosk to answer Mr. Gbóyèga’s questions about how to find “Bàbá.” An older woman
lingers near, as if to ensure the younger woman is giving these men the right directions to the
wild man. She stretches her hand down the road, speaking Yoruba with Mr. Gbóyèga, resting her
other hand on her hip, nodding her head slightly as he interjects, seeking clarity about whether a
street she refers to is in fact the same one he has in mind. Her mannerisms. The local portrait of
self-assurance. Like many others, she must know him so well, or must have consulted him for
her own troubles. We ride past a gaggle of screaming half-naked boys jumping into what looks to
be an oversize puddle or a stagnant creek. A line of hushes is scuttling up a nearby tree, winding
round its eminent bark. I whip out my Nokia phone to take a picture of the boys for my memos—
unsuccessfully: the tiny screen of my phone reveals an incoherent swoosh of pixels.I delete the
picture as the rushing wind distils Mr. Gbóyèga’s voice into flapping noises, half-enunciated
pidgin, and occasional droplets of spit: “Oga Bayo, we go soon reash Bàbá.” My eyes are still
squeezed to twin slits to keep out the dust as we enter a clearing of well spaced-out farmlands
and unpainted bungalows, through which a single asphalted road runs in the middle. A thickset,
bald, middle-aged man in a white bootleg “Reebokk” T-shirt and faded jeans stands at the
jagged edges of the road, a few feet from the entrance of what appears to be his home. “Bàbá nì
ye,” my gatekeeper-rider tells me, slipping back into his dialectal comfort zone. I can’t blame him.
The usual thing to do when a Yoruba person meets another is to speak the language—and as
you might already know, dear, I am the birth child of an uneasy tryst between colonial nobility,
the captive life-worlds of an indigenous people, and the shibboleth of an elite future for those
who know the one-tongue well. I know enough of my own language to know Mr. Gbóyèga is
saying that this man who stands before us, unassuming and quite unremarkable, is in fact the
one who can answer my questions. Bàbá nì ye. This is Bàbá.Moments later, Mr. Gbóyèga and I
sit on small wooden stools just outside Bàbá’s hut. He is inside, gathering a few things I suppose
are fitting for the occasion of a guest. Mr. Gbóyèga’s eyes are blood-red. I am concerned. I ask
him if he is all right, and he responds with a coy smile assuring me that all is well. I can see into
the wild man’s shed. It is everything I had imagined it to be—perhaps just one ontological
decibel away from the fictionalized accounts of Yoruba traditional healers in local films. In those
videos, the ones we had to watch because our parents had had enough of Chuck Norris and his
swashbuckling American beard, the healers are folk superheroes. They strut underneath cloud-
pleated skies, through forbidden forests, flanked by black mountains and the moaning
accompaniment of song, drum, and yearning. Their arms are usually tattooed with unsayable
secrets, their dresses ordained like Christmas trees with tiny gourds and little pouches hanging
everywhere on them. The more memorable filmic depictions of these men paint them as wide-
eyed, cocky, and histrionic performers of the sacred.The sparks really fly when two equally
powerful babalawos meet: it’s nothing like a Mexican standoff and its strategic tensions, where



everyone involved is immobile and catatonic, like excitatory and inhibitory motor neurons firing at
the same time, paralyzing the limb. Here, with Yoruba babalawos, or medicine men, there is
mystery and movement and poetry and flair. Like a street rap battle. One wild man belches out
an explosive tirade of poetic incantations, jabbing his forefinger toward the earth, stomping his
unshod feet affectedly, smiling and frowning and spitting, shaking his head as if trying to expel
an insect that crawled into his ear, and arguing his cause like a cosmic lawyer before a jury of
half-impressed gods. The other leans in and listens; his jaw hangs open, frozen dramatically,
and his eyes dart here and there—his hands delicately resting on his chest, feigning shock. He
may even fall back two paces or three when the first man is done talking, spinning in a dizzy fit,
doubled over in exhaustion, and then … slowly and whisperingly … he chuckles. He starts
laughing, a very sinister foreboding kind of laughing, his hidden mastery becoming apparent as
thunderous clouds (augmented by cheesy sound effects) gather behind them. The first medicine
man is dismayed, or appears to be. He looks at the camera, at us, wondering why his spells
aren’t as efficacious as he had expected them to be, and scrambles for a pouch of herbs—just
as his assailant returns lyrical fire.This wild man is nothing like the overdramatized ones I used to
watch on television—the ones about whom I would ask your Nigerian grandma:1 “What are they
actually saying?” to which she would reply, “I don’t know myself. Their Yoruba is the ko-ko kind.”
By ko-ko, she would mean “deep” or “beyond ordinary,” playing with the tonality of the Yoruba
tongue. Bàbá is genteel, soft-spoken, and—do I detect a hint of bashfulness here? Sigh. Am I
disappointed a wee little bit? Maybe. Sure, his shed checks all the boxes in my head. Over its
entrance, a bulbous object soaked in thick black oil and spattered with feathers of an unknown
bird hangs by a red thread. Behind it, a parliament of webs, thick with age, rich with the devoured
carcasses of unwitting houseflies and ants. In a dark corner of his room, I notice four cow horns,
brown at the tips and striated with aging fracture marks. A clay pot and a charcoal-black
cauldron, several bags of unknown substances, a single-page calendar on the cement wall, and
a thin rectangular sheet of asbestos roofing tile, darkened by smoke and peculiar use, are some
of the items I list. Outside, on the shed’s thatch roof, a red-headed agama lizard nods
uneventfully.“This is where I dey do my work,” Bàbá says to me, in passable one-tongue-ian, as
he nestles himself into a plastic chair overlooking our occupied stools. The expected
introductions begin, and Mr. Gbóyèga greets him and thanks him for granting us audience. Bàbá
nods his head slowly in response. Mr. Gbóyèga then tells him that I am here to ask some
questions, that I am from the university down the road, that I do not speak Yoruba at all even
though my name is as Yoruba as they come. He says “yes, sah” or just “sah” at the end of almost
every sentence. There is a palpable quality of eager deference to Mr. Gbóyèga’s speech and
posture. It is as if he wants to squeeze himself into a disappearing speck of air. The way his
palms hover around his face, as if he were a scrawny boxer pitted against a silverback gorilla.
This isn’t a joke: I may have wandered into the den of a wizard, who might very well turn me into
a tuber of yam, or—if I’m lucky enough—send noisome spirits to haunt my dreams. I am thinking
of your mother at home and her worries that I am going in too deep, and might fall off an



experiential cliff if care isn’t taken. Perhaps the veneer of bashfulness that I detect is the perfect
camouflage for a sophisticated predator, and I may have just strolled past the wide-open fangs
of a Cthulhu-like beast my curiosity cannot encompass. Almost imperceptibly, with infinitesimal—
and intensifying—drops of wordless apprehension, my posture starts to look like Mr.
Gbóyèga’s.Bàbá turns to me and smiles, as if he heard my thoughts and wants to assure me he
won’t kill me just yet. He tells me he will consult Ifá first to find out if my intentions are good or if
he should discontinue the consultation. I think I know what follows, and I lean forward to see
what he does.In the “home videos”—as they are called locally—the priest usually carries around
his bag of cowrie shells, the vacated abodes of aquatic elders that simultaneously resemble the
non-eroticized vagina and the eye of the gods. Venus’s vaunted birthplace. The cowrie is a
symbol of overflowing fertility and life’s remarkable ability to regenerate itself.Once used in
precolonial Yoruba lands as a unit of currency when perforated and strung together by a single
thread, cowries swept to the shores of West Africa from the Maldives via North Africa to the
Middle Niger in the eleventh century, and later, with the arrival of European traders at the Bight
of Benin in the sixteenth century. They are arguably more popular with contemporary Yoruba
people as divinatory agents than as mediums of exchange or fossils of a bygone geo-politico-
economic era.2In one method of accessing the mind of the gods, Ifá priests would bring out
sixteen cowries … sixteen, or eerindínlógún … from a white container, lay them in no particular
order on a mat or on the bare floor, and ask the one who seeks answers to pick one. The one
cowrie picked, the fellow is then encouraged to speak to the shell, to whisper to the gods her
questions, her prayers, and her fondest wishes. Her reasons for coming. This is called onda
aniyan, literally “the fellow wants to know the minds of the gods.”3 The one cowrie, now threaded
through and layered with a new discursive web of human longing, now bathed in tears, is
returned to the hands of the priest—with some money.The priest then picks two out of the
sixteen, holds them in his fist, embroiders them with speech and incantations just like the seeker
does with the one cowrie, and casts them to the ground. As the priest leans in, gazing at the
configuration of little olive-white bodies before him, one of three interpretive possibilities is
disclosed, depending on how the shells fall. The shell is closed if it lands revealing the swollen
and smooth part, like the abdomen of a pregnant woman, and open if it shows its jagged crevice
—the part symbolically linked to the female sexual organ.If both shells are closed, then there is
no hope, the divination is closed, and the reason for which the seeker has come to the priest
cannot be helped. A responsible priest will relate to the seeker the outcome of his consultation. It
is not his place to bend the answers to appease his “client,” or tone down the precariousness of
the situation by being overly generous with platitudes. He may refer the seeker to another priest,
or promise to consult the gods privately in another divination. But the silent bellies of the cowrie
shells, at that moment, are votes of no confidence from the thick flow and tide of the immanent
sacred. If one shell lands on the belly, and the other shell is open, then the way is clear, but not
completely so. There is hesitation in the air, marauders along the highway, poison in the last
morsel of sweet pounded yam, madness in the family of one’s beloved, or less-than-stellar



success in a new business undertaking. If the shells, however, land open, the road is free of
marauders, the feast is set for the eating, and the reason the seeker wants divinatory access to
the more-than-human is blessed.Bàbá reaches for something hidden behind the wall of his
shed. I expect him to return with a container of cowries. He does, apparently. He comes back
with an old paint container, the ones with plastic handles and steel lids. He places it on a third
stool that had been leaning against a tropical almond tree near the shed. He starts to whistle and
hum a playful tune, interspersed with murmurings I cannot make out. When he opens the
container, instead of cowries, out spills disconcertingly black streams of little furry creatures. A
menagerie of monsters. Hushes. The way they emerge from the old paint can reminds me of a
dark demon coming out of a black hell, its thin fingers clawing for a hold of the surface. I am
taken aback by the horror of it, but anchor myself in some cosmetic notion of masculinity—
muffling the instinct to yelp. And the desire to look away.It is the first time I am this close to the
monsters. No one I know is so invested in them as to keep a seething horde of them locked away
in a container. Some of the more insectoid hushes have made it to the ground and are stationary,
beating their “wings” in place; others are snaking up Bàbá’s arms, and the rest seem quite
content to maintain the fetid status quo within the container. The curious miscellany of limbs, fur,
probes, scales, sizes, and behaviors belies their categorization as a homogenous group.
Perhaps the one thing that unites them—apart from their pitch black pigmentation—is the jarring
silence that attends everything they do. Not a sound is heard in all the beating and flapping and
crawling and jawing about.“Yes-s-s,” Bàbá says, letting the s linger longer than it should as he
looks admirably at the festival of mute madness erupting all around him. Mr. Gbóyèga is nodding
and smiling, wordless but obviously pleased with the proceedings. I cannot make any sense of
this. What use have these creatures for Bàbá? As if to soothe my growing frustration, the wild
man looks at me, and then turns to Mr. Gbóyèga. He speaks in Yoruba: “Tell him that they have
approved of his quest. He is welcome here.” I understand a bit of what he has just said, but listen
to Mr. Gbóyèga elaborate on and on about the glowing hospitality I am receiving, reminding me
of the time I worried about accessing persons like Bàbá, and why he never doubted that I am a
good person.“Ó ti yá! Gb’eléyi! Take this one, my brother!” Bàbá moves his chair toward me,
grabs my hand and shoves a hush into it in one swift and seamless move—all before I can
protest my strong aversion to creepy-crawly multi-legged things. But, with my face now contorted
into a scowl of disgust, I leave it there where he places it, in my wide open palm, my hand frozen
in panic, held as far away from the rest of my body as possible. There it is in my palm, nesting
and writhing and turning this way and that, its matte black layers of shell covering contrasting
with the innumerable glossy lenses that freckle its one-two … three … seven, I count … ten, ten
horns. Bàbá and Mr. Gbóyèga are laughing now, hitting their hands on their knees, and ragging
at my expense. I have more than half a mind to throw the thing off, but for reasons beyond me—
perhaps nothing more notable than replenishing my sense of depleted dignity—I hold on to it,
hoping there is some grand indigenous gesture or something to be gained from my hard-won
bravado.Bàbá and the gatekeeper decide their making jest is quite enough, and the wild man



looks up to me and says, “Whatever you came here for, tell it,” pointing at the hush that still rests
barely mobile in my phantom hand.I know why I have come here. I know what haunts.A gentle,
wistful wind blows through the almond tree near us, making trembling incoherent music with the
green leaves on its mysterious way to wherever. A familiar ghost.My father, your grandfather, is
tall. His full head of hair rises more than six feet above the ground. He is handsome, with
sideburns that have a precise way of telling you that he is a man’s man—and that he knows what
it’s all about.There isn’t a strand of white hair that tarnishes his eternal youth. Perhaps that is
because my mother always dyes it, sometimes twice a month, and always on Wednesday. We
put a chair in the bathroom, and my sisters get clean white towels, all the while bristling with
excitement. My mother, her own hair attachments folded into a homey chignon, wears the
transparent nylon gloves that had come with the hair dye, takes a neat comb she had soaked in
a bowl of hot water, dips it gently into the chemical mixture, and applies the stuff on his hair—
always beginning from the front and then proceeding to the back. We all watch, Bimbo, Tito,
Wendy is too small to know what is happening, and me, all four of us, our faces transfigured by
the soft golden glow of the bathroom light, as the comb’s teeth runs through the forest, ploughing
the wild, leaving wavy subservient locks of hair in its resolute wake. It’s appropriate, this golden
hue in the bathroom. After all, he calls us “the golden family.”My father, his eyes are closed, his
head tossed back and forth in the firm direction of Mum’s busy hand. Suddenly he wiggles his
nose, sending us cackling with glee—the kind of laughter an underling would give to patronize
his boss’s attempt at a joke, or the kind that happens because love does indeed make things
lighter. Mum just sighs, shaking her head as she treats his triangle sideburns with the black stuff,
careful not to let any of it fall anywhere on his face that there isn’t hair, and then combing from
front to back again. He likes it when his hair at the back extends a few inches away from the
neckline, just like those high-heeled, bell-bottomed Afro crooners on his many vintage vinyl
record covers. My father is cool like that.When Mum is done, he kneels by the bathtub, and
holds his head over its rim, as mum runs the water—not too hot, now, darling—and rinses away
his age in a black whirl of youth. He towel-dries his head. He is reborn. From the Lazarus Pit like
Ra’s al Ghul in the Batman comics stuffed under my bed. When he steps out, when we all do, he
lets us touch his hair and climb his back. He tickles us until we are at the edge of peeing on
ourselves. Outside a moon massages the troubled shadows of the city of Kinshasa—the
tensions that daylight, like a Band-Aid, cannot tolerate or appease.My father will live forever
because of nights like this. He will never grow old and leave us alone. Because he can’t. He just
can’t. In the morning, he will be dressed in his immaculately pressed suit, holding a giant glass
mug filled with milk, speaking gritty jaw-breaking French into his walkie-talkie, just before he
kisses my head and swaggers into the embassy car that will drive him a few miles to work. It’s
the way the world spins: to finish the remaining morsels of pounded yam and okra soup he has
left for me in his bowl; to watch him bounce into our home with a big bucket of ice cream; to know
that inner gravity, that horrifying feeling of falling into a dark place, when he and mummy get into
an argument—or when I can taste the acrid tensions in the air, and know (along with my sisters)



that they are about to have a fight because dad has taken one too many Guinness Extra
Stouts.Yes, my father will live forever—and this is not merely a love-struck son’s fantasy. He has
met death before, but he always comes back. A young civil servant freshly returned with his
family to Lagos, Nigeria, from his first deployment in Bonn, Germany, my father is driving home
one day in his buttercream Volvo sedan. He reaches an intersection, and makes a turn to his
right. A trailer driver approaching the intersection steps on his brakes and realizes to his horror
that they aren’t working. The trailer slams into the Volvo right in front of him, sending glass and
metal and gasps spinning in a thousand directions. Young men drag the man out of the car, and
rush him to the hospital. The policeman that stands at our door reassures my screaming mother
that he is well. They don’t say it till months after, but everyone who sees pictures of the totaled
Volvo knows he shouldn’t have survived the accident. But he does. My father is cool like that.And
when an entire platoon of rebel soldiers protesting the nonpayment of their salaries scale the
fences of our mansion in Kinshasa, kidnap my entire family, and put a pistol to my father’s head—
threatening to dispatch with him as they have done the French ambassador hours earlier, my
father escapes again, as we all do. In the morning, our dogs, Sasha and Beethoven, are gone.
The aquarium in the wall is pierced through and bled out by bullets, some of which now litter the
floor and the settees. We crawl out from the toilet where we have been held hostage by
successive waves of insurgent troops, tiptoe past drops of blood on the floor left by wounded
soldiers, and make our way—through gutters and swamps and hidden streets lined with silent
hushes—to the Nigerian Embassy on 141 Boulevard du 30 Juin. My father carries my sister on
his back, wearing no shoes, and with nothing but his pajamas on. A few weeks later, the
Nigerian government puts us all—except my dad and his diplomatic colleagues—on a plane
home. But even though I am just nine years old, I know with an adult confidence he will come
back to us. He always does.And come back, he does. But in a wooden box. We receive his body
at the airport, three days after he feels a certain weight in his chest, decides to drive himself to
the doctor, and then dies on his chair. He is forty-eight years old. The first time I see him after he
returns is through the smoky window of a Volvo ambulance car, through the shattered lenses of
my own world. I am flanked by my sisters and the dramatic tears and dress-tearing rituals of
more than a few strangers. My mother, she has no more tears to shed. Her very soul
bleeds.There is a convoy of buses bearing dad’s photograph on their windshields. We are
preparing to undertake a long journey to his hometown in the middle belt of Nigeria to bury him.
The wooden box sits still in the ambulance. Mute and ordinary, unlike the man it is pregnant with.
I cannot see his face. I do not know if white hair has now sprouted on his temples, and sullies his
eternal youth. I cannot know whether his mustachioed smile still haunts his full lips, whether he
misses me, whether he can hear me claw away at the windshield as an uncle wraps his arms
around me and carries me away. But I know my father will live forever—and this is not a love-
struck son’s fantasy. He will live in the father-shaped hole carved out of my body, with nothing
but the remaining sinewy threads of hammered flesh left to my claims of embodiment.He will
haunt my dreams, my yearnings for arrival, and my visions of justice. My want of warmth. I will



seek out his smile in a vast conspiracy of things … in the warp, woof, swoop, and swirl of my
days; in my teenage struggles for homecomings and transcendence; in my failed relationships
and how I rationalize them away; in my longing to explain the world in one breath—a grand
theory of everything, and in my hopes to always be held in place. He will stand with me—a
gaping hole of abiding absence, a figure of things yet to be and things that might have been—as
I stand in wait for my bride to join me under the decorated tree. And he will stir when I hold you in
my arms the first time you insist on breathing. He will haunt us both.My father is cool like
that.That this ghastly creature of darkness is to be a receptacle for the arcana of my longings, a
squirming shrine, my confession booth, unnerves me. I bring it close to my mouth—not too
close. Bàbá watches. As if in response, it—the hush, that is—stirs. I cannot tell where its head or
tail is, or if I should even be thinking about these things in these ways. But still it moves, as if it
too wants to hear my prayer. I do not, however, know how to pray.Though I know why I have
come here, I do not have the words to dance out the wordless gyrations of memory and pain and
hope, the undecipherable grumbling of a heartache so fragile, and the feeling that all is askew
and that something needs be done about that. It is an itch somewhere down my back that my
fingers cannot reach. There’s so much to say. So much to feel. Feelings that are not mine, but
emerge from the material grounds—the killing fields, the sites of charged yearnings and gravid
voids—that make me possible.I sing a mournful tune of the world that now is. Let me sing and
rend my clothes.I know a certain nasty feeling of loss. It comes and goes, of course. It comes in
sudden glimpses of eternal afternoons, when the world seemed straightforward and the hallway
of my many small hours had furniture that stayed put in the places you left them. Neat and tidy.
Now that hallway is unfamiliar, and might (yet) have always been. Death inhabits the living.
Peace is a Manchurian deal. Heaven needs its hell. Even diamonds aren’t so polished as to
remove the blood stains, and exorcise the ghosts, of families and communities thrown in burning
heaps of casualties of modern luxury.I am marked by an eager fury about occluded lives and
italicized worlds—about the drums of war beating in rhythm with colonial exclusions, the
imperatives of progress and late liberal power, ecological devastation and big oil—the same
rhythms that are the soundtrack of our waking moments. The leitmotif of the normal.I worry
about what might become of sea turtles, water, mountains, and land—the intricate life-web of the
more-than-human spun outside of story and intention, upon which we depend and by which we
are enfleshed. I cannot solve the world’s problems or even know how think of them—how to
think of the rivers of petrol that drown the feet of yawning toddlers in the Niger Delta, where burst
pipelines snake toward giant factories that promise development and progress. Or how to think
of my skin and the infirmities that come with being a young black man in a world that prefers the
pedigree of brighter colors. I wish I had answers. I wish I could be accepted without having to
exert myself or stretch myself in acrobatic displays of cultural mobility.With the loss of
biodiversity, ocean acidification, air pollution, and ecosystem collapse, it seems we have come
to the limits of the usefulness of technological “solutions,” and manifestos of liberation. Will I
leave you a world with no enchantment? No community? No surprise? A world that isn’t



constantly aghast with the many gestures, sensuous textures, and wide-eyed becomings of
leaping whales, chirping swallows, scratching grasshoppers, and mingling love-stitched human
bodies?Will I be contained in a box like my father, or—like Achebe’s Okonkwo in Things Fall
Apart4—dangle from a tree, estranged from the very lands that bore me, a fugitive in my
mother’s womb?Will your lot be an eroding island of warmth, surrounded—threatened—by
pipelines, by cold cash, and by barbarous hordes of flesh-hungry beasts whose storied ties to
humanity might be known if you listened to their own stories and found traces of yourself? Will
you have enough money to get around? To live and breathe and dance?What about the misery
at our fences? What about Aleppo, Standing Rock, and the Gaza Strip? Am I paranoid about all
of this, or is there really a rumor that mountains might one day be replaced with piles of obsolete
television sets and smart phones?I grieve my inability to grieve the losses that my people—the
Yoruba people—suffered when ships pulled close, when schools stood tall, and steeples taller.
When we learned slowly that the fullness of our lips, the color of our skins, the way we opened
our mouths yàkàtà to enunciate words, and our imagined futures and notions of time were
inferior and tacky, evidence of stunted development, needing the refinement of distant
interference.Do you understand what I speak about, babe? I know I have a reputation for
speaking with more words than I need to. How best to say this?Do you know how it feels to be
possessed by agony, the one you try to repress with the unrelenting motions of the banal, but if it
were left to its own devices, would scream out from your chest? You might know what I’m talking
about if you know the city as your mum and I do: a sprawling edifice of anonymity and cultured
indifference. A noman’s land where stars are shushed by neon-lit nights, where new buildings,
new roads, and new technologies do little to quiet the hollowness one might feel if one slowed
down.Maybe you know what it means to be without ground, to have one’s feet planted in midair,
to be dispossessed of one’s own, to wander the face of the earth like a Cain—marked by a god—
cursed to live a Sisyphean nightmare. To tug and stretch and thrash and flail about in one’s skin,
never knowing the stillness of mere nakedness. To know the burning sensation to stand up in
response to a world so vast and incredible, and yet be beaten down by its suffering.Do you know
what it means to never be enough—not in an ideological way of not living up to lofty
philosophies, but in the very ordinary sense of being framed out of the picture, or constantly
looking over your shoulders, or being called a thing that feels foreign to you because you do not
fit a particular regime of words?I do not know how to meet this haunting, this feeling of alienation
from community, from joy, from meaning, from my skin and from my “self”—so ably enacted by
memories of his face, his brilliance, and his figure. I do not know how to appease this hole in my
body, the shape of a ghostly presence, this series of cryptic questions tattooed on my palm, the
meaning of which is not yet decided.I do not know how to find home. And yet I am possessed by
this longing, this embroidered absence that hisses within; I smell the evasive whiff of the
Otherwise. A promise of reconciliation.I am worried that I won’t be there for you. That I won’t last
for long. That I won’t be a good father. Won’t rise tall enough. In fact, what can I give you, dear—
that is not already haunted? That is not tainted and troubled with two shadows, instead of one?



How can I hold you?The fluorescent tube flickers on, engorged with white humming light.
Restless, electric humming light. Not the kind that soothes. It is the cold, clinical kind that keeps
one on one’s feet, that says “don’t get too comfortable—keep moving.” The chairs in the
passageway are plastic and morose. There’s nothing warm or homey about it. I think it’s ironic
that hospitals could be the least hospitable places. I can see down the lonely hallway, the perfect
squares of milky tiles that cover its walls, the studious whirring of the mellow mocha fans above,
the picture of an eminent looking Indian woman hanging near the reception, her forehead
emblazoned with a pottu, her portrait garlanded with delicate arches of jasmine flowers. They
say that during her time, she helped thousands of women carry their own children.This is why
we are here. This is why I walk five or more steps in one direction, and five or more steps in the
opposite direction. Not that I am counting. I couldn’t care less about numbers at this point, or
being manly, or behaving appropriately. Yes, I am whispering “be a man” through my teeth, my
taut lips lubricated by salty tears in free fall. I can hear her muffled cries of pain through the door.
Oh, god. It must hurt. It must hurt so bad. Are they doing everything right? Is this how it’s done?
What if … she’ll be fine. She will be fine! I wish I were in the room. Why doesn’t India allow
husbands to stay in the same room with their wives giving birth? How would daddy behave now?
Be a man. I’m a man. I’m a man. I can’t breathe.Lali’s piercing yowl and stomach-curdling gasps
of anguish reprimand me. Syreena briefly exits the hallway and retires to the hospital room we’ve
been allocated. I know she cannot bear to hear her first daughter in so much discomfort. The
minute hand on the clock on the wall moves backward. Or seems to. Is it broken? It’s taking so
long. I turn and face the door, hiding my tears from the uniformed sisters walking down the
hallway. The door. Those maddening cries. She is a ghost, and her unfurling plagues me. I say a
soft prayer to whomever. Then to the familiar god I was taught to think of as supreme. Then I pray
to your mother’s very femininity—to the cosmic circle of women who are invoked when a body
stretches itself to make room for another body. Anyone’s help is needed.Please, don’t take her
away from me.An eternity later, Lali’s crying grows faint. And then an alto voice sprints through
the air, mellow, delicate, quivering, but resolute and textured—like an aged flute. The tears flow
even more freely now, and I stand still, my face contorted into a puddle of relief and—ah-h-h …
there’s no need to put it to language! I stand there, looking at the frosted glass, through the
shattered lenses of my own world. There are others! Where are they? I make to go bring the
others that are with us, but they are already there. Syreena is still in the room, however. When I
see her, she has no expression on her face. She asks if all is well, and I smile, exhausted. No,
she has no expression on her face—none that is apparent to one who doesn’t know how to look.
None that can be felt by those who don’t know what it means to suddenly, as it were, become a
grandmother.Dr. Vivek walks out through the door. His brow is wet and lined with threads of hair.
He tells me, “So, congratulations, it is a girl,” but says it with that Indian lilt so that it sounds as if
he is asking me if it is so. I respond, “Yes, I know. Thank you, doctor.” Through the door, I catch a
glimpse of a nurse holding a clean white bundle in her arms as she walks swiftly to an adjoining
room. There is no wah-wah filling the room, just—and this is amusing—something syllabic and



frantic that everyone hears as “ee-lai,” a phonetic match with the Tamil word for “no.” “Your wife
asks for you. Everything went very well. Don’t worry,” Dr. Vivek continues, and walks away. I run
into the room. Lali is there, your mother, filleted into chunks of collapse and whispered
acknowledgment. And yet she looks like an angel. I smile. She manages a smile, asks me to
bring a few items in the box she had—as usual—made ready before we came to the hospital.
She turns on her side, and closes her eyes. I lift her hand to my lips, and kiss it, and bless her.
The music of your syllabic protests never dies out.I am a father. I am your father.It is Wednesday,
the 10th day of July.I find words to say. Or maybe the words find me. I whisper them to the hush,
and hand it back to Bàbá. He receives it gently, with both his hands. He now holds more than a
hush. He holds the precious cargo of my prayers. He holds the very stuff of my fatherhood. He
holds space-time. The space between us, you and me, is at stake. Everything turns on this.I
don’t become your father the first time I hear you rip the air with your song, or when I later carry
you close to my chest, shaky and afraid that I might do something silly and drop you. I tend to
think it is the moment we bring you to your grandmother’s home, the house your maternal
grandfather—a Nigerian like me—bought for his Indian wife. I steal away from the festivity of
laughter—often punctuated by shh!-lower-your-voice-she’s-still-sleeping persuasions—and find
a private spot. There, where no one else can hear, I say a short prayer to you. I make a promise
to give you a home, to work for your future, to love you with my darkness, to be the ground upon
which you stand to greet a whole new world. I promise to be your father.This is why I am here,
and why I sit with this wild man: because the only way I can meet that promise is to seek out the
ghosts that haunt my fatherhood-in-the-making: the ones that linger at the edges of our
collective imaginations of human agency, in the crevices of our protracted enactments of socio-
politico-economic reality, in the blind spots of our scientific pronouncements about the nature of
nature. How can I know what is at stake in such a promise unless I grope at and feel the strange
shapes in the vast ecosystem of elided histories and stories that is our world? How can I make
you a home unless I set out to encounter the universe halfway?I take this seriously. This project
to give you a “home” by striving to know the world in wholly new ways.Bàbá places the hush in
front of him on the floor. I realize he has now slipped from his chair and is sitting upright on the
bare ground, his outstretched legs boundarying a small V-shaped space where the hush
remains. He tells me my prayers have been heard, and then he falls silent. In the periphery of my
vision, Mr. Gbóyèga shifts in his chair. He seems a lot more comfortable now, but his posture
now conveys keen interest. Bàbá says something at length in Yoruba, holding his hand in the air,
dropping it behind him as if pointing to something forgotten or lost or on the way. Mr. Gbóyèga
stirs to life: “Bàbá is saying that we have chased away all the spirits into the forest. Him say if we
want to do well for this world, we must to look for them. If we want to find our way, we must first
come away from the road and become lost.”Bàbá is nodding his head all this while, watching Mr.
Gbóyèga translate his words. As soon as this is done, he turns to me and continues speaking,
Mr. Gbóyèga mediating: “My fathers who taught me this work—when they want to bless the
people that come to them—they use ten cowries. The number ten is important for blessings to



us.” He pauses to take a breath, raises one knee and uses his hands to hold that leg in its folded
position. “You must go and look for ten of these ones,” he points at the hush in front of him, “if you
want your prayers to be answered.” He goes on to tell me that I am to go on many journeys to
find answers to my questions, and that wherever I go, I must go to the edges … the edges in the
middle … and that there are hushes—ten in total—that I must not only acquaint myself with,
embrace and acknowledge, but pray to as well. He tells me I must learn how to create the right
conditions for them to show up. I must learn to listen. “Only then will you find the answer to your
prayer.” I am told they will come in twos, or threes, or fours, or alone—no matter how I find them, I
will somehow know which of them are the right ones to use for my ritual. What I am to do when I
encounter the “right” hushes will feel improvised to me, but I do not need to worry—just because
it feels useless doesn’t mean it isn’t important. Also, this might take years to complete and it
could take a day. Who knows? I can begin anytime I want. It doesn’t really matter when. Life will
guide me.Bàbá tells me a few more things before packing up and escorting us to the waiting
motorcycle. The way home is silent. Even the old-man-motorcycle doesn’t bleat and cough as
much now. There is a calm wind blowing. Or maybe I am so preoccupied with Bàbá’s words that
I cannot hear the world seemingly outside of my head. If you want to find your way, you must
become lost. And then the matter of befriending hushes. I do not understand why this is
important. But the echoes of your heart-rending giggles stream through my other pair of ears.
And eyes. Your dimpled smile. The day you start to crawl, dragging your feet behind you like two
tails. The first set of rabbit teeth that burst through your pink gums. The time you utter your first
word, dada, much to the playful chagrin of your sweet mother. The sound of blaring horns bring
me back to life. Mr. Gbóyèga has been speaking. I ask him what he said. I am prepared to
listen.Letter 1All the Colors We Cannot SeeIn My Father’s house there are many mansions.And
if not so, would I have told you that I go to prepare a place for you?1Baby,Here we are again, my
dear. Right here, in the middle. In the riddling middle of things.I am reminded of beginnings—
when you first squeezed through the curtain, like a young performer before her first audience,
eager to please. You came out—a masquerade in a village square of interested passers-by—
quite intent on making your voice heard. No taller than a generous roll of ghee dosa, no larger
than a loaf of bread, you fit neatly on my forearm, as if it were made for you.On that first night,
and the sleepless nights that followed, I whispered to you your secret name, your Oríkì or life-
song—the one no one else (except your mum, I think … yes, definitely Lali, when she felt like it)
was allowed to utter. The name Maya. For me, beyond its multicultural significance and spiritual
connotations, Maya means you are vast; that the whole world, its many twinkle-twinkle-little-stars
and the shadows between them, conspired in your emergence; and that—most importantly—I
am indelibly marked by the small and seemingly insignificant promise I made you to find you a
home. To topple regimes of knowing, petition water spirits, climb mountains, and be pierced by a
thousand proboscises if only to inch closer to understanding what it would take to live peaceably
in this world of dust, shadow, and burning sun. And, yes, huffing-puffing wolves.But where to
begin on this quest? What does a home mean in this world of shifting sands and eroding



foundations? What good is home if it doesn’t preserve you for a while longer than if you were
without it? Hold on to these initial questions; I trust they, among others littered along the way, will
later on become more meaningful to you as you read these letters.Beginning with an account of
my brief expedition to the frontier of an Indian city, a slum, where I visited in order to understand
new ways of speaking about home, I would like to tell you a story of settlements we once
occupied … descriptions of the world and of home that were found wanting, leaving much to be
desired. This story I tell is not done, in the past and therefore unreachable, or written in stone. It
is just an iteration of the many stories I am sure you have by now heard about the world, our
place in it, and what it means to be at home with it. The hushes Bàbá asked me to find are
integral to the telling of this monumental story—and to my ultimate quest to find you a home.This
story—running through these letters—is the series of assumptions about being human and
about the world that is often called “modernity.” Modernity is home to us. Our flag is planted deep
in this planet, this uncouth carnival of churning matter we barely understand. Not for a want of
trying. We are doing our best to encounter the world and make sense of it by reducing it to
utilitarian units for potential exploitation. We seek to meet the world by conquering it. We treat
ourselves the same way—subjecting the “other” to the brute force of our colonial narratives (a
legacy that runs in your veins).But then this drive to mastery has spawned many dreadful things,
and the focus of (Western) critical inquiry has shifted once more: rejecting the grounds upon
which our cities and empires of selves are premised, we are moving our tents. Many have left
their material belongings and the camp, and headed for the sea, roaming in desolate,
postmodern waters—stricken with thirst but unable to drink the inhospitably salty water. Awash
in a heady place. Lost with no possibility of redemption. There’s a lot to say about these
settlements, but what—for now—is important to note is that both of them, the modern and the
postmodern, especially the former, are how we struggle against “nature” … how it has become
imperative to discipline it, to leave its logic behind, and float above its assumedly brute
prolificacy. Spirit above matter.So, here we are, our feet showered with gold dust and tattooed
with paeans of mighty valor. Our cargo area filled with spoken secrets and many spoils from
cultures plundered. And yet we are exiled from home. There is no arriving. We know no
welcoming shores. We are like one abandoned ship I used to stare at when we went to the Bar
Beach in Lagos. It was some meters from shore, neither tethered to safe land nor cast away in
roving sea. Just hovering at the lip of a final resolution, stuck in the frustrating middle. Our days
and nights are like that: filled with a certain feeling that something is missing, that there is
something yet to be done, that the world could be more beautiful, more just, more inviting to leaf
and limb. More like home. Perhaps a good deed here and there. Perhaps another hero who
could swing his rope, anchor it to a stern, and pull us in. Perhaps another sacred book. The
hypotheticals are endless.So where do we go from here? Where do you go, my dear? This is the
question that has brought these letters before you, right here, at this threshold. This is why we
are here together.Now, before the sun takes away her light, let us go on. It’s an uncertain road
ahead, dear. But let us not back away from taking it.Do you remember what you and I learned in



those nightly moments when I—with some exhaustion from repeating it so many times—told you
your second-favorite bedtime story, of the three little pigs, with your tiny legs playfully thrashing
in the air, and with Mary the red-haired rag doll clutched close to your chest? Yes? We agreed
that a lesson to learn was that when you build a house made of straw or sticks the big bad wolf is
sure to huff and puff and blow it away. The moral of the story seemed to be that what one needs
is a house of bricks. And if one could afford it, steel comes quite recommended. And why not go
even further? High walls, barbed wire, a moat, and closed-circuit television cameras thrown in
for good measure—one cannot be too safe where wolves could willy-nilly blow one’s abode
away and eat you up!Early in my own life, in my teenage quest for final settlements and
homecomings, I hoped I could afford the luxury of a house made of bricks—a safe place, warm
and friendly, where I belonged and was free from the wintry desolation of a material world I had
come to despise. I was a young kid a few licks away from the terrible, terrible loss of a father and
best friend—and I hated the world for my predicament. Something had to be wrong with this
carnivalesque riot of things. Death was so unnatural. So wrong. Consequently, I dreamed of a
home that would take me away from the pains of being enfleshed—away from this body of
death, this deadening mangle of dust and grime. Away from the inanity of a world that, were it left
to its devices, would rapidly descend into some kind of protozoan immobility.I longed for a
pristine beginning, a clean start. A time before corrupted time. A time of innocence. Do you
understand? I write about pure beginnings, corrupted middles, and redeeming endings. Home
evoked a notion of future reconciliation and of bravely slugging through the tangle of the ordinary
in order to arrive intact at the unspoiled gates of the real. For me, life was an arrow—the entire
world and its history a single shot fired from a benevolent archer. To live was to come awake mid-
flight, never fully at home in the fugacious sceneries of our days. Home wasn’t this annoying
unsure spin of hellos and goodbyes, of dying fathers and interrupted joys. Home was the glowing
red bull’s-eye in the faithful distance. The end of the archer. The permanent. The point of the
plot.I wish I had this to give you now: you know, this bull’s-eye I write about—for, whatever I might
come to say about it, I must admit, there is more than a small measure of comfort and relief to be
gained from thinking about home in this way. H. P. Lovecraft, what with his preoccupations with
terrifying primal beings and monstrous entities, knew a thing or two about the comfort I speak
of:The most merciful thing in the world, I think, is the inability of the human mind to correlate all
its contents. We live on a placid island of ignorance in the midst of black seas of infinity, and it
was not meant that we should voyage far. The sciences, each straining in its own direction, have
hitherto harmed us little; but some day the piecing together of dissociated knowledge will open
up such terrifying vistas of reality, and of our frightful position therein, that we shall either go mad
from the revelation or flee from the deadly light into the peace and safety of a new dark
age.2This “safety” of the shore, this fear of voyaging too far and falling off the deep end of all
things, of staying put, of maintaining originality and the seal of the pure, is a powerful thing
indeed. The world is too complex, too tedious to be apprehended in one gaze—perhaps reason
enough for Markus Gabriel to insist that the world does not exist and that “an overview of the



whole is impossible.”3 Hence one can at the very least sympathize with the psychic need for an
End, which guarantees that the Middle, the vast continent where we all must number our days
and count our blessings-curses, will one day be blown away like a house of straw and sticks,
giving way to a new heaven where many might arrive.I wish I could offer you this story of arrival,
a tale of a city in the horizons with which you could warm your weary bones made hard and
brittle by cold, long pilgrimages. A map to teach you how to go, why to go, when to go, and what
to look for when the place you seek stretches unforgivingly in the taunting distance. Firm ground.
An origin myth—a story of when things were just fine and innocent. A portrait of paradise lost. A
resolute forefinger trained in the firm direction of home.But I can’t. I will try to explain why in the
course of these letters: the problem with safe shores is that they are never too safe from the
ocean they pretend to protect us from. Indeed, the anxious work of keeping the ocean to its
watery confinements, and of hoping it does not arrive too heavily on the shore, is futile. Not
because rising tsunamis might someday tear apart our little islands, but because the ocean
never reaches the shore. There is no simple arrival here; that’s an inadequate portrayal of what is
happening. Instead, the ocean enacts the shore (the stranger without is already within). It
happens the other way around too—in one single move. The shore performs the ocean—a co-
constitutive mutuality that makes doubtful the prospects of xenophobic havens, where the pure
are inside and the Gentiles are out. The inside and the outside are not easily divided. By acting
as cleaning agent for ocean debris, the shore characterizes the ocean; and by the mereness of
its material complexity, the ocean creates shorelines. The heavens we seek are secreted by our
own longings and performative quests for a final, static home. We want to get “there”—whether
“there” is a beautiful techno-utopic world, or a more just arrangement that works for the many
and not just the few. But there is no “there”; there is only a yearning, an aching, a struggle for
“there”—and in the struggle, we change.But let me not get ahead of myself.There’s a lot I’d like
to tell you, and these letters are the only way I know how to.Let me also say this, dear—just
before the night comes and you no longer have any light to see my heart beating between these
lines: I have written you these letters—though at times it might seem like these words are
exercises in meeting my own self. And the resulting effect might be passages that feel too
dense, too thick for your easy reading. I am not so sure, however, that this is without merit. In
meeting myself, in working through the knotty issues that becloud my mind, I make myself more
available to the nuances of our relationship. I become your father over and over again—in new
unexplored ways. But most importantly, these letters urge you to slow down. If there are words
you don’t understand, check them up. Contemplate the knots and the entangling turns of phrase.
The slowly eaten morsel rewards the patient mouth with juices that the rapid eater may never
know.Right.Where were we? Middles. Origins. Arriving. Maps.Maps are comforting, for reasons I
have just highlighted. I spent my mid- to late teenage years tracing paths and seeking maps to
lead me to fixed existential settlements—mostly to the exclusion of a functioning social life (I had
often nursed fears that your early passion for writing and scrawling almost-alphabets on every
surface you could find meant you would also live a very solitary, internal life—like mine—which is



full of haunting ghosts and often unbearably lonely). As you grew to know, my life was irreparably
changed when dad passed. It was difficult watching my mum become a shadow of her once full
self. Oftentimes she would bow her head in soft, jerking sobs of sadness, doing her best to
assure us—as she hastily (and futilely) wiped the tears away from her tired, ringed eyes—that
everything was going to be fine. I was young, just coming away from fifteen, but I was old enough
to know she had no clue what the next day might bring. In the place where there once was the
soft golden glow of assurance crept shadows of foreboding, like distant rainclouds dispelling the
naive blue of a sunny sky. We were a little tugboat of a family—and we had lost our sails and
compass, adrift in the oblivious vastness of the sea.Cast about so rudely, without land in view or
the promise of being saved, I desperately needed some sort of stability. I needed this mad
dance of the elements to cease their obstinacy. There had to be a place, a truth, behind this
nihilistic spin of things. For my sake, I had to find it, this endorsement of a master seated in the
midst of a disagreeable audience.I didn’t go anywhere “fun,” and always had a book about me—
a sticky habit that would later annoy your mum when we met, and sometimes made her erupt in
passionate pleas to me to come out of my “shell.” She used to say, “I married a mind with a body
attached,” which—her sarcasm notwithstanding—would have coincided seamlessly with the
Christian view of the primacy of mind that we were both raised with.Growing up, soon after your
grandpa passed, and after I graduated from secondary school, I would wander about my
neighborhood—actually from our home to my mother’s shop down the street, where we sold
delicious chicken barbeque under a canopy I often set up by myself—with a Walkman firmly
attached to my jeans pocket. A single black cord—a life vein, to me—would snake up toward my
ears from the clunky plastic thing, streaming urgent dispatches from the frontiers I sought, the
final settlement where only the deserving arrived. The place I wanted so much to believe now
held my father in transfigured wait.With my Walkman, I held open a breach in the deadness of
the sky; I had his final instructions not only for how to live a good life in the hostility of the time
being, but how to eventually find him—how to right the wrong that was done to us, done to the
very fabric of the world, when he closed his eyes on that deathly surface, a man in his prime.I
lived in a bubble, pored over the Bible, and kept multiple journals. My inoculated distance from
the familiar, my cultivated indifference to the material middle, had the effect of making me feel I
belonged to a better commonwealth, a vaster conspiracy of nobler selves who knew the hidden
codes behind the swirl and indiscipline of the everyday. The stable behind the apparent.Of
course, it wasn’t my father’s actual voice that I heard when I pressed “play” on my Walkman over
and over again—blocking out the unadorned sounds of the prosaic in my quest for the sacred. It
was the voices of others who knew the way to where his soul floated, waiting for me. And to hear
them was the closest thing to pacifying his ghost. What I heard every day—as I drifted in the
liminal space between being a teenager and becoming a man—was soothing medicine for my
existential exile. My firm ground in lieu of the firmest. Sanctuary. It was the rushing of a waterfall
splintering into a million haloed paeans to a beautiful world; it was the song of a company of holy
people. And when they sang, I felt giddy with electric pulses shooting out of my head: the



foretaste of rapture. Their voices made my insides tingle, made me want to squeeze myself into
the warmest cradle the universe could contrive, and giggle with endless excitement.
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Whitney, “Beautiful writing that awakens us to our conscous evolution as humans.. I write this
review as a professor of education who has used it in his courses at a liberal arts college. This is
an extraordinary book that intermingles quantum physics, Yoruba metaphysics, feminist
epistemology, critical race theory and just beautiful writing that awakens us to our better selves.
Akomolafe(Ph.D.) is brilliant and is himself an embodiment of the crossroads about which he
writes. Here is just a short excerpt from page 12 that offers a glimpse of how he writes to his
daughter and to us: "Let me tell you the little things that I have come to learn while I still can, right
here in these middling places, still trying to reach out to you: everything begins in the middle.
There are no beginnings that appear unperturbed, pristine and without hauntings. And there are
no endings that are devoid of traces that are not yet to happen. The middle isn't the the space
between things, it is the world in its ongoing practices of worlding itself."In a profound way this
claim about the middle challenges our embrace of fairy tales that begin, "Once Upon A Time..."
as if we can begin at the start of something where there was and is no earlier moment. The
middle is not a place of moderation or sell-out, but rather a profound place of becoming, of
'worlding' ourselves, of being 'grown-ups' who embrace the past as something yet to fully
become in this moment. If you are interested in how we might decommission or decolonize
Whiteness this idea of the middle has profound implications and this book is an essential read.
Akomolafe demands a deep responsibility and accountability that embeds 'being humans', to
quote the Civil Rights activist Ruby Sales, into this earth in which we are entangled. He
embodies the work of Karen Barad and Donna Haraway, David Abram, Jeff Carreira, James
Baldwin and other such marvelous writers in what is truly a unique expression of talent. Get this
book, get two, and share with a friend. It is demanding, a chapter a day is what you can do, but in
one week you will have read the most important book of 2018.”

JWP, “Reading this book is a practical, special, and lyrical experience.. In The Wilds Beyond Our
Fences author Bayo Akomolafe manages the balance of creating a book that is dipped in
philosophy,poetry, history (both personal and global) without ever losing its central personality. It
is a rare feat, in my reading experience. Perhaps itis possible here because it is coming from
someone with so much experience and knowledge who also is writing motivated by the love of
his child and family. Whatever direction he takes you in you are still feeling that love while
gaining new insight. It is also refreshing to see a person of his education and pedigree leave
room for the mystical, for the unknown. At the book's finish, which in a sense also feels like a
beginning, I reacted as I would having been given access to an old treasure in a library or finding
a brother I had been separated from who greeted me first with music, then words. It is that kind
of practical, special and lyrical experience.”

Carolyn North, “He shows us his beautiful wife - bowing to her beauty and brilliance - .... “This



unique and generous book of Bayo Akomolafe’s is actually an extended letter to his daughter
Alethea, telling her in depth about his ongoing search for home. Born into the Nigerian Yoruba
culture but raised in the Christianized White world of the “educated” classes, he has had to find
his way back from the colonial imprints that were layered onto him by the circumstances and
assumptions of his “class,” to the indigenous culture that is his birthright.He is a refugee, as so
many of us are, and his search for home is a journey we all are longing to make. This remarkable
man - a poet; a philosopher; a visionary; a psychologist with a heart and mind as big as the world
itself - tells his story BIG. He digs down into the roots of life itself to where the soul dwells, and
goes deeper, and then yet deeper to where mind-heart-soul are filtered into the undefined ONE.
That ONE, we learn, is our ultimate Home.He speaks directly to his daughter (now 4 years old)
and we are tickled by his stories; he then digresses into sophistocated philosophies and then
laughs at his own seriousness. He shows us his beautiful wife - bowing to her beauty and
brilliance - and in every word he bows to the earth itself and to the life upon and within it, to all
things indigenous and ultimately to all of us who share now, or have shared in the past or will
share in the future, this ecstatic world with him.I am so grateful to have this book in my life and I
look forward to seeing what this remarkable young man comes up with next! I, for one, will be
keeping an eye out for him!”Carolyn North”

Organic1der, “Reading Bayo's work have helped me fall in love with words again at a time when I
often .... I first heard Bayo in a course I was taking - he was one of our speakers - I have been
waiting for this book to come out for months. Reading Bayo's work has helped me fall in love with
words again at a time when I often feel as if everything has already been written. I am grateful for
his authenticity, curiosity and beautiful exploration of ideas such as fatherhood, belonging, and
colonization. Bayo's words force me to slow down and savour both the comfortable and the
uncomfortable - finding beauty in both.”

RM, “Reading this book changed how I see the world and what I do in it.. Bayo Akomolafe has
plucked, strummed, and invented chords of serendipitous harmony and dissonance, conjuring
prose tendrils that sparkle, tempt and even whack at the taste, touch, smell and idea of being a
human in a creative universe. The splendidly mercurial protagonist of this book is the untethered
and yearning spirit of awareness that can journey through a plunge into a single point of isolated
nothingness and then surf the hurling expansion that is the oneness of it all. The learnings of
These Wilds Beyond Our Fences invite us to visit our categories of mind, academic, political,
personal, social, ecological and spiritual, by showing us how to escape from the trap of human
narcissism, that measly, diminished, life denying delusion of omnipotence that assembles into
the toxic walls of a shiny self-enforced prison. All is wild, our fences a rite of passage, being able
to roam, even without moving, is what defines the capacity to be free.”

The book by Bayo Akomolafe has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 41 people have provided feedback.
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